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Dino FLEX lay-out



Your product defines the configuration!

Product variationProduct size Product height Product dimension

Dino FLEX System®

Dino Stretch Hood

The principle of Stretch Hood is placing an undersized elastic cover (stretch hood) over a larger pallet load. The stretch hood 
wants to return to its original shape and this provides stability to the pallet load.

1. The elasticity of Stretch Hood packaging makes it suitable for different product sizes. If this variation between your 
products is too big, the Dino FLEX with be carried out with a second film roll.

2. Your maximum pallet height determines the height of Dino FLEX. The lowest Dino FLEX version handles pallets up to 
1800mm. The highest Dino FLEX packs pallets loads up to 3000mm.

3. The lack of framework where traditional tensioning arms are mounted, brings flexibility in the configuration of your Dino 
Stretch Hood. The FLEX principle adjusts to your product dimension.

4. Is your product packed on multiple pallet sizes the FLEXY is used.  This allows DINO FLEX to handle a range of pallet sizes 
up to 2400mm.

Dino FLEX system is fully standardized and your product determines the configuration. 
The new standard in Stretch Hood technology!
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Service
You know your industry and products better than anyone. By combining our Dino 
Stretch Hood expertise with your knowledge, you can rely on fully customised service. 
That’s why with us, you won’t get a ‘one size fits all’ service package, but a service and 
maintenance proposal tailored to your specific situation, wishes and needs.

More about Dino Stretch Hood?
Visit our website and be informed on:
• Customer experiences
• Industries we serve
• News

24/7 ServiceSpare Parts Maintenance Remote Support


